Bayley
vs
The Bus

‘A man who beyond the age
of 26 finds himself on a bus
can count himself as a
failure.’ With these wise
words from Margaret
Thatcher hanging in the air,
Bayley and Ponsford go into
battle at Stockwell – the
Rolls-Royce of bus garages

Cars are dead, buses are the future? Not if we can help it. CAR’s
freedom fighter locks horns with the UK’s greatest bus designer

S

eventy-five
years ago under
the regime of
Frank
Pick,
London Transport
was a global model
of excellence – a
deft demonstration
of what public
service could be
– with graphics, architecture and design
working to create an impressive whole. It was
the equivalent of the BBC: humane, utopian,
optimistic. Even 50 years ago, Douglas Scott’s
ineffable Routemaster showed that in the
hands of a great designer, an intelligent brief
could become a useful and much-loved vehicle,
one that captured the public affection so much
it actually became a symbol of London.
But the past is a foreign country. Indeed,
contemporary London is a foreign country.
Exploding demographics have collided with
rotting infrastructure to create an accurate
working sketch of Lucifer’s Chaos. The BBC’s
decline in quality and prestige has been
imitated by London Transport, which now
(with a gain of irritating cuteness and the
loss of a huge fee to corporate identity

consultants) we must call TfL. Gone is benign
paternalism, replaced by an anti-democratic
authoritarianism reminiscent of Stalinism.
No-one in their right mind could dislike a
Routemaster, but there’s a lot to dislike about
modern buses, not least that there are too
many of them. An increase in bus subsidy by
1300 percent in the Livingstone era means
there is a vast over-supply. Most Londoners
know that most buses spend most of the time
mostly empty, adding to congestion while
pumping out carcinogenic particulates.
And the hated bendy-bus (or spontaneous
combustion engine as they are known on
account of a record number of on-board fires)
is feared by cyclists and a dread annoyance
to everyone else. Alas, Boris’s pledge to get
rid of them will probably not be realised: he’d
have to find £12m to pay down the leases and
no-one in the provinces (traditional home
for used London buses) wants them. You need
more ? The campaigning journalist Andrew
Gilligan writing in the Evening Standard
says 123 TfL ‘managers’ earn more than
£100,000 pa. Gilligan describes the bus as
‘the most poisonous thing on the road…directly
responsible for the death of dozens of
Londoners each year’. 4

autobiography
1951: Alan Ponsford born. Goes on
to study mechanical engineering at
Imperial College, London. Final year
project: effects on emissions levels of
turbocharging a single-cylinder
Ricardo engine
1972: Joins Leyland Truck and Bus as
a designer. Later joins Rotork Marine
as senior project engineer
1977: Founds his own company,
Capoco Design, of which he remains
design director to this day. Has been
involved in designing 65 percent of
new buses used in UK cities
Design highlights: Capoco
designed Dennis Dart (Europe’s bestselling midi-bus) and Dennis Trident
(world’s best-selling double-decker).
Capoco buses outsell combined UK
imports by a factor of 2:1

Mobilicity: it’s driverless, electric and
could be ready for London in 2012
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BAYLEY vs the bus
with the Bugatti Veyron. Take it elsewhere, guys,
and let it go the way of the market in fancy hand-guns.
It’s a matter of psychology and responsibility.
SB Cars mean freedom and comfort. Buses mean
regimentation. They are uncomfortable. They
don’t stop at will. What can you do about this?
AP You’ve missed the point. Your argument is based
on the apparent similarity of a vehicle with an engine
and four wheels. It’s like asking an architect why a
bus shelter is not like your drawing room. However,
we do need better buses and new urban travel
solutions. We’re working on a ‘new Routemaster’
for Boris and ‘mobilicity’ – automated pods that
waft you from point-to-point.
SB Is anybody ever going to say ‘Do you know,
I’ve just had the most fabulous bus ride’?
Wreak your revenge, Stephen: one of Ponsford’s creations is bound to cause you a near-death experience soon

So let me introduce you to Alan Ponsford, the
designer responsible for about 75 percent of London’s
buses. I chose to meet him at Stockwell Garage, a
1952 masterpiece of soaring concrete arches now
Grade II listed. It’s a symbol of London Transport
futurism… as then was. Today, it strikes me as
significant that the cars irresponsibly parked on
the pavement belong to TfL staff who fail, on a
calculation about personal transport options, to
see what possible use a bus is to them.
I have some tough questions for Ponsford, but
don’t misunderstand him. He knows about cars.
Today he’s on his way to the Belgian Grand Prix,
and rooting for Kimi Räikkönen.
SB What in fact is the definition of a bus?
AP Well, the ubiquity of the urban bus gives it a
brand presence many car marques would die for.
The EU Bus Directive 2001/85/EC which, once
you’ve put it down, you’ll never pick up again, refers
to ‘vehicles having a capacity exceeding 22 passengers
and constructed with areas for standing passengers,
to allow frequent passenger movement’.
SB Americans call them ‘loser-cruisers’. Why
should an economy that depends on high-earning
businesses in leisure, communications and
financial services have its ground transport
optimised for buses?
AP There’s a hierarchy of needs in the overall
functioning of cities. We started with vehicle design,
then we saw the wider transport system, still later
we focused on the generic concept of personal
mobility. The huge global success of city buses is
based on the simple fact that they are the best or,
on a bad day, the least worst, solution to getting
around. Rail is okay, but slow and expensive to roll
out. Cars do not work.Show a bus a stretch of
tarmac and it’s good to go. In London, 5 million
bus trip purchases every day result in a GDP
equivalent to that of Switzerland.
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SB Wouldn’t it
be a general
benefit if bus
lanes were
given to cyclists
and cars and
buses had to
enter into a
Darwinian
struggle for
survival on the
other routes?
AP No.
SB Most buses are mostly empty for most of
the time. Isn’t this a wretched waste?
AP Do you mean almost empty or not yet quite
full? On a whole spectrum of measures, a bus is
viable with just five or six passengers. Remember
our buses are run by hard-nosed commercial outfits
not given to tolerating waste. The secret of success
is surviving the crises. In bus terms this is surviving
the rush-hour. At this time a typical London bus is
carrying 40 passengers in its 10m length. What’s
your beloved Smart like at that density?
SB With so much ego, envy and pride invested
in the car, how can you persuade people into
the Stalinist collective of the bus?
AP Wouldn’t it have been nice, Mr Toad, if Cadillac
had proceeded with its V16 model so we could have
had a ‘choice’ of 1000bhp cars? Now we’re just stuck

AP You need to think of a bus as you think of white
goods. You don’t get emotional about a spin-drier.
Use a bus in the same way. People don’t say ‘I’ve
just had the most amazing spin and tumble-dry
cycle’. That said, I can recommend some scheduled
bus services: the ride from Hong Kong Island to
Port Stanley, the coastal trip from Positano to Amalfi
and the service from the Bolzano bus station up
the Stelvio Pass. Each has its own charm.
SB What’s the future of the (urban) car?
AP Bleak is the word that springs to mind. Cars
will become like helicopters: used only by the
extremely rich, the very bad or the military. The
simple truth is, everyone cannot have a Veyron.
People will soon realise burning oil is the moral and
practical equivalent of burning food. How socially
acceptable is that going to be?
Cycling home, I muse on Ponsford’s persuasive
rhetoric. Yes ! The psychological equivalent of
colonic irrigation might rid us of our vain, unhealthy
fantasies connected with the car. Ponsford’s driverless
electric bus is as sleek and high-concept as any car.
It will liberate us from cupidity and waste while
transiting us into a clean, silent, ego-free world of
uncompetitive, low-energy urban bliss…
My reverie is interrupted by a destabilising and
dirty cliff of air from a 36-foot long Citaro pushing
aggressively past me only to stop feet in front. I’d
cycle around it, only there’s a crocodile of empty
double-deckers behind me, as anxious as Räikkönen
to find the line into the next corner. Just so lazy people
don’t have to walk a couple of miles. Why can’t buses
have intelligent time-tabling of the sort they use to
calculate fractional ownership of business jets? I
think the answer is: they have paid for the drivers
so may as well use them, irrespective of the practical
frustration or environmental damage caused.
Anyway, the more pressing question for me is which
big wheels should I specify on my Porsche Cayman?
There may be a big future for the bus, but it’s not
one we are going to dream about.

